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Tm he National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901. The

f Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the nation's science and technology and facilitate

their effective application for public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts research and provides: (1) a

basis for the nation's physical measurement system, (2) scientific and technological services for industry and
government, (3) a technical basis for equity in trade, and (4) technical services to promote public safety.

The Bureau's technical work is performed by the National Measurement Laboratory, the National

Engineering Laboratory, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Institute for Materials

Science and Engineering

.

The National Measurement Laboratory

Provides the national system of physical and chemical measurement;
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furnishes essentiaJ services leading to accurate and uniform physical and
chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, in-

dustry, and commerce; provides advisory and research services to other

Government agencies; conducts physical and chemical research; develops,

produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides

calibration services. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

• Basic Standards^
• Radiation Research
• Chemical Physics
• Analytical Chemistry

The National Engineering Laboratory

Provides technology and technical services to the public and private sectors to

address national needs and to solve national problems; conducts research in

engineering and applied science in support of these efforts; builds and main-

tains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this

research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement
capabilities; provides engineering measurement traceability services; develops

test methods and proposes engineering standards and code changes; develops

and proposes new engineering practices; and develops and improves

mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate user. The
Laboratory consists of the following centers:

Applied Mathematics
Electronics and Electrical

Engineering-^

Manufacturing Engineering

Building Technology
Fire Research

Chemical Engineering^

The Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

Conducts research and provides scientific and technical services to aid

Federal agencies in the selection, acquisition, application, and use of com-
puter technology to improve effectiveness and economy in Government
operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759), relevant

Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing
the Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal

ADP standards guidelines, and managing Federal participation in ADP
voluntary standardization activities; provides scientific and technological ad-

visory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and provides the technical

foundation for computer-related policies of the Federal Government. The In-

stitute consists of the following centers:

• Programming Science and
Technology

• Computer Systems

Engineering

The Institute for Materials Science and Engineering

Conducts research and provides measurements, data, standards, reference

materials, quantitative understanding and other technical information funda-

mental to the processing, structure, properties and performance of materials;

addresses the scientific basis for new advanced materials technologies; plans

research around cross-country scientific themes such as nondestructive

evaluation and phase diagram development; oversees Bureau-wide technical

programs in nuclear reactor radiation research and nondestructive evalua-

tion; and broadly disseminates generic technical information resulting from
its programs. The Institute consists of the following Divisions:
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Calibration of Aspirator- type Ion Counters
and Measurement of Unipolar Charge Densities

ABSTRACT

The characterization of a parallel plate apparatus which can produce a

unipolar ion density that is suitable for calibrating aspirator- type ion
counters operating in the ground plane is described. The influence of a dc

electric field, air motion, Coulomb repulsion and diffusion on the transport
of ions into the ion counter are examined to determine their effects on
instrument calibration and measurements in the vicinity of high voltage dc

transmission lines. An ion density which is known with an uncertainty of less
than ±9% is used to check the performance of an ion counter with and without a

duct at its entrance. The results of laboratory measurements of ion density
under a monopolar high voltage line, which complement the studies with the
parallel-plate apparatus, are also described.

Key words: Calibration; instrumentation; ion counter; ion density;
measurement; transmission line; unipolar. /

1 . INTRODUCTION

During the operation of high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission lines,
significant amounts of air ions are generated because of the normally present
corona. Speculation regarding possible environmental effects due to the ions
and associated electric field has led to increased interest in the
characterization of a number of electrical parameters in the vicinity of HVDC
transmission lines [1-81. The parameters of interest include the electric
field strength E, the ion current density J, and the unipolar ion density p.

The authors have previously reported on sources of error during measurements
of E using electric field mills and vibrating-plate probes [4,8], and during
measurements of J using Wilson plates [6,8]. This study considers errors
during the measurement of p using aspirator- type ion counters in the presence
of dc electric fields comparable in magnitude to those found near HVDC
transmission lines and in bioeffects exposure systems. A major problem in
determining the measurement uncertainty has been the difficulty in performing
an experimental calibration of the instrumentation. This report describes an
effort to develop a known unipolar ion density in a parallel plate apparatus
which is suitable for calibrating aspirator- type ion counters operating in the

ground plane. The influence of a dc electric field, air motion, Coulomb
repulsion and diffusion on the transport of ions into the ion counter are

examined to determine their effects during instrument calibration and during
ion density measurements. Laboratory measurements of ion densities beneath a

monopolar high voltage line are also described.

2. THEORY OF OPERATION OF ASPIRATOR- TYPE ION COUNTERS

A brief description of an aspirator- type ion counter is presented here

with some discussion of possible mechanisms which can introduce uncertainties
during a measurement. More complete accounts of the operation of ion counters
are given by Israel [9] and Tammet [10]. An aspiration- type ion counter
consists of a capacitor through which air is drawn. Provision is made for

applying a dc voltage across the capacitor electrodes and for measuring the



ion current due to ions of one polarity reaching one of the electrodes. The
applied voltage is made sufficiently large so that at a given rate of air
flow, nearly all the ions impinge on the capacitor electrodes. Schematic
views of cylindrical and parallel plate ion-counter designs are shown in
figure 1. A cylindrical geometry was used as early as 1901 by Ebert [11];
parallel plate geometries have been used in more recent times [12]

.

Under ideal conditions, the measured charge density, p , is given by the

expression [9]

,

P^ = I/M
, (1)

where I is the measured ion current and M is the laminar volumetric flow rate
of the air through the capacitor. Equation (1) is valid for ions with
mobilities equal to or greater than a "critical mobility" which is given by
[9]

k^ = M^yCV , (2)

where C is the capacitance, e is the permittivity of free space, and V is the

voltage across the capacitor. Commercial instruments are frequently
configured with selectable voltages to allow operation with different critical
mobilities. It is common practice to assume that all the ions are singly
charged and to convert the measured charge density to an equivalent number of
ions per unit volume.

Ion counter measurements can be subject to many systematic errors. For
example, the parallel-plate ion counter can show significant loss of small
ions if the electrode geometry is not properly designed. The polarizing
plates (plates with applied voltage) must be sufficiently recessed behind the

collecting plates, or fringing electric fields can precipitate ions to the
enclosure walls. Measurement results demonstrating this effect are shown in

figure A5 of Appendix A. A useful empirical guide is that the polarizing
plates be recessed two plate spacings behind the front of the collector
plates. However, the influence of fringing fields is best shown for a given
instrument by measuring the ion current as a function of polarization voltage.
A further discussion of ion losses due to fringing field effects is given in
Appendix A.

Measurement of the volumetric flow rate, M, is straightforward if a

suitable flow meter is used, but this is usually not done in commercial
instruments. For these devices, the flow rate is determined by the

manufacturer and is included in a given instrument calibration. If the

counter is operated in a situation where there are external winds (not

normally a problem during laboratory studies), then the air flow through the

instrument can be affected and the stated instrument calibration may become
invalid. In parallel plate systems, an additional problem arises because of

the inactive region existing between the outside collecting plates and the ion

counter enclosure (figure 1-b) . Air flow in this region is measured as part
of the volumetric air flow but does not efficiently contribute ions to the

measured current. Correction for the ion losses due to the inactive regions
cannot be readily made.
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Vibrations of the electrodes can result in large noise signals which may
obscure the actual signal if the space charge densities are small. Parallel
plate counters are more susceptible to these microphonic problems than are
cylindrical systems, but for all systems the effect depends on the individual
construction and the magnitude of the vibration.

Polarizing potentials should be applied using a stable power source, e.g.

batteries. Instabilities in the power supply will result in perturbations of
the ion density measurement, since the polarizing potential is capacitlvely
coupled to the electrometer used to measure the ion current.

In addition to the processes noted above, external dc electric fields can
influence the number of ions that enter an ion counter and reach the
collecting plates. Diffusion of ions may also have an effect. For the ion
densities found in the vicinity of HVDC transmission lines, ion losses due to

Coulomb repulsion can be a factor. The effects of an external electric field,
diffusion and Coulomb repulsion on the operation of an ion counter in the
ground plane are considered in detail in Section 4.

The above listing of effects which can influence an ion density
measurement is not complete but demonstrates that the simple use of eq (1) can
lead to significant errors.

3. APPARATUS FOR GENERATING KNOWN UNIPOLAR ION DENSITIES AND ELECTRIC FIELDS

As noted earlier, a factor which contributes to uncertainty in performing
ion density measurements is the difficulty in generating a known ion density
for experimentally calibrating the instrumentation. Because the measurements
of interest involve the presence of large dc electric fields external to the

ion counter, it is desirable to have an apparatus which can produce a

controllable electric field as well as a known ion density. Bracken and
Furumasa have reported on the use of a coaxial cylinder apparatus for testing
the performance of an ion counter but do not consider in detail the

uncertainties associated with the operation of the apparatus [13]. A parallel
plate apparatus for producing known dc electric fields with ions has been
developed at NBS for evaluation of electric field strength meters [4] and is

used in the present study as a means for producing a known ion density. This

section considers the unperturbed ion density in the parallel plate system and

theoretical estimates of the electric field perturbation due to presence of

the ion counter aperture and air motion through the aperture. The

perturbation of the electric field due to an aperture is modelled with a

circular aperture instead of a square aperture which is actually used during

the experimental study. This approximate approach permits establishing a

useful analytic relationship between the electric field and space-potential

perturbations and is not expected to affect the semi -quantitative conclusions

reached later. The results of measurements which help to characterize

experimentally the extent of the field perturbations are described in

Section 6.

3.1 Ion Density Profile In Parallel Plate Apparatus

Because the NBS parallel plate apparatus has been described in detail

previously [4], it is discussed only briefly here. A schematic view of the



apparatus is shown in figure 2. Ions generated by stainless steel corona
wires are directed both upward (to the cap) and downward to the first screen.
Ions not collected on the first screen continue downward to the second screen
which is the top "plate" of a parallel plate system. The ions which pass
through the top plate travel a distance d to the bottom plate and form the
current density J. Electrically isolated current sensing patches mounted on
the bottom plate are used to measure J. The side dimensions of the parallel
plates are 1.7 m x 1.7 m and the spacing is near 0.17 m for the present
studies

.

The solution of Poisson's equation in one dimension yields expressions
for the electric field strength, E(z) , and electric space potential, $(z)

,

between the parallel plates [4]

E(z) = [E^ + 2J(d-z)/K£ l-""/^ , and (3)

$(z) = V^-(K£ /3J)[(E ^ + 2J(d-z)/K£ )^/^-E^]
, (4)too o o

where V is the potential of the top plate (z=d) , E is the electric field at

the top plate, and K is the average mobility.

Following procedures described in Ref . [4] , the values of K and E can be

determined experimentally, thus permitting the calculation of E from eq (3)

for a given current density. The constitutive relation for conduction current
density,

J = pKE . (5)

can then be used to determine the total charge density, p , as a function of z.

It should be noted that J is approximately constant between the parallel
plates because there are no sinks or sources of ions in this region. The ion
density decreases and the electric field increases as a function of distance,
z , from the top plate

.

Figure 3 shows the results of model calculations of normalized positive

ion density for J = 1.0 x 10 A/m , K = 1.3 x lO' m /Vs , V^ = 2650 V, and

d = 0.17 m. A decrease of 49% in ion density occurs between the top and
bottom plates. Reducing J by a factor of ten while keeping K, V and d fixed

results in a decrease of ion density between the plates of only 6.0%. The

relatively small change in p for the second case suggests that the parallel
plate apparatus may be used for generating a "known" or calculable ion density
(i.e., in this example, known within about ±3%) for calibrating an aspirator-
type ion counter operating in the ground plane. However, in order to use eqs

(3) and (5) to calculate the unperturbed charge density profile, it must be

shown that (1) the perturbation of the electric field due to the aperture of

the ion counter does not extend significantly to the upper plate of the

apparatus, and (2) the influence of the air motion due to operation of the ion

counter is likewise restricted mainly to the region near the aperture.

Figure 4 shows schematically the conditions described above.
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3.2 Electric Field Perturbations Due To Aperture

An estimate of the electric field perturbation due to an aperture in the
ground plane can be made by numerically calculating the electric field for the
geometry shown in figure 4, in the absence of space charge. Such a
calculation has been performed at NBS [14], but the uncertainties in the field
values and the associated space potentials are not well characterized.
Analytic expressions for the electric field and potential for an aperture in
the ground plane of a large parallel plate system have been derived by Fry
[15]. The electric potential, $' , and field, E' , along the symmetry axis
(z-axis) are given by

$' = E [z/2 + R/tt + (z/tt) tan''''(z/R)]
, (6)u

and

E' = E [(1/2) + zR/7r(R^ + 7}) + (I/tt) tan"-^(z/R)]
, (7)

where E is the unperturbed uniform electric field (prior to introduction of

aperture) and R is the radius of the aperture. Expressing eqs (6) and (7) as

normalized by the unperturbed potential (E z) and unperturbed uniform electric

field (E ), respectively, we have
u

($'/E z) = [1/2 + R/ttz + ( I/tt) tan" -"-(z/R)]
, (8)u

and

(E'/E ) = [1/2 + zR/7r(R^+z^) + (I/tt) tan" ""-(z/R) ] . (9

As z increases, the departure of $' and E' from the corresponding uniform
field values decreases and the magnitude of the electric field perturbation
approaches twice the value of the space potential perturbation [16], i.e.,

limit |(E'-E )/E I
= 2 |($'-E z)/E zl . (10)

Z-KJO ' ^ u ' u' ' u ' u '

At a height of four radii above the aperture (along z-axis), the perturbation
of $' is + 0.16% and the perturbation of E' is -0.32%. At a given height, the

perturbations decrease as a function of distance from the z-axis [15].

It is noted that the perturbation of the space -charge -free electric field

predicted by eq (9) for an aperture will be more than that actually produced
by an ion counter, which is an aperture connected to a conducting tube.

However, the perturbations predicted by eq (9) are expected to be less than
the actual values in an electric field with significant amounts of space
charge because the aperture will not only perturb the surface charge densities
on the parallel plates (space-charge free case) , but also the volume charge
density between the plates.



3.3 Influence of Air Motion

In a practical situation, the measurements could be affected by air
motion due to the ion counter and by external sources such as wind,
ventilating equipment, etc. The present experiment was designed to elucidate
the effects of air motion produced by the ion counter, so all other sources of
air motion were negligible. The perturbation of the electric field via
perturbation of ion trajectories due to air motion produced by the ion counter
cannot be readily calculated because the air velocity is a complicated
function of position. However, knowledge of the air speed as a function of

distance from the aperture does provide some insight into the problem.
Several approximate theoretical treatments of air flow through an aperture can
be found in textbooks. For example. Lamb [17] provides theoretical
descriptions for non-viscous flow through an aperture using a two-dimensional
analysis, a three-dimensional analysis in prolate spheroidal coordinates, and
a three dimensional analysis assuming sinks in the plane of the aperture which
increase in strength as the edge of the aperture is approached. A model
calculation assuming sinks of constant strength in the plane of the aperture
is developed in Appendix B and is found to be in better agreement with
measurements along the central axis of an aperture (see figure B3) than any of

-*

the above models. The constant sink model predicts a velocity u given by the

expression

u(r) = (-u^/27r)^|r-r'|"\r-r')dx'dy' , (11)

-> ->

where u is the air speed in the plane of the aperture, r and r' are position

vectors above and in the plane of the aperture respectively, x' ,y' are
Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the aperture, and Q is the area of the

aperture. Along the central axis of a circular aperture of radius R, eq (11)

reduces to

u = u^[l - z/(R^+z^)^/^]
, (12)

where the z axis is taken to be the central axis.

How well eq (11) describes the air velocity away from the z-axis is not

clear. A comparison of preliminary off -axis air velocity measurements with
calculated values using eq (11) indicates that near an aperture, the

calculated values are too high. Air velocity measurements further from the

aperture were made difficult by ambient air motion and uncertainty in the

calibration of the instrumentation used for the measurements. However, an

accurate expression for air velocity, while desirable, is not critical for

determining several semi -quantitative results regarding the transport of ions

into an ion counter.

Equation 12 indicates that at a point four radii above the aperture, the

calculated air speed is 3% of u . To put this result into perspective, it

should be noted that the average air speed at the entrance of a commercial ion

counter can be as high as 1 m/s . This compares with a drift velocity of about

1.4 m/s for a positive ion in a 10 kV/m electric field. Thus, close to the



aperture, the air speed can be comparable to the ion drift velocity and
significant perturbation of the electric field (in addition to perturbation
due to the aperture) may occur. It appears that the influence of air motion
caused by the fan in the ion counter at a distance of four radii above the
aperture, ~3 cm/s in the above example and of the same order of magnitude as
ambient air currents, will be small.

An approximate view of how the electric field is affected by air motion
can be obtained by solving Poisson's equation assuming a constant air flow
parallel to the unperturbed electric field direction. Then the current
density is taken to be J = p(KE+W), where W is the air velocity, and the
expressions analogous to eq (3) and (4) are found to be

E(z) = -(W/K) + [N^+2J(d-z)/K£: ]

"^^^
, and (13)

$(z) = V + (W(d-z)/K) - (Ke /3J)
{
[N^+2J (d-z)/K£ ]^/^-N^}

, (14)

where N = (W/K)+E . Comparisons of E(z) calculated with W = and W 5^

permits rough estimates of the influence of air motion. For example, for the
experimental conditions in Sections 6 and 7, the change in E(z) 11.3 cm above
the bottom plate is less than 0.04% when W is changed from zero to 3 cm/s.
The model calculation may not be unreasonable because the air velocity rapidly
decreases as a function of distance from the aperture and changes slowly at a

distance of four radii above the aperture (i.e., nearly constant, see
fig. B3) . The "effective radius" of the aperture used during the measurements
in Sections 6 and 7 is 2.8 cm. Thus, for the experimental conditions of the
present study, it appears that significant perturbations of the electric field
due to air motion do not extend to the top plate of the parallel plate system
(d=0.17m).

4. ION TRAJECTORIES AND LOSSES

The transport of ions into an aspirator- type ion counter under the

influence of an electric field and air motion is examined in a semi-
quantitative manner in this section. The actual ion trajectories are not
calculated because perturbations of an electric field with space charge by an

aperture with air flowing through it are not readily characterized. In the

model that is considered, it is assumed that the ions travel along
trajectories determined by the addition of the ion drift velocity (product of
ion mobility and electric field strength) and air velocity, and do not
contribute to the magnitude or direction of the electric field which is

essentially space -charge free. The trajectories are taken to be in the

vertical y-z plane.

The electric field is found by taking the negative gradient of the

electric potential derived by Fry for a uniform space -charge -free electric
field perturbed by a circular aperture of radius R in the ground plane [15],

E' = -V$' , (15)
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where

*' = A{sinhA + (2/7r)[l + sinhA-tan" (sinhA) ] )sin/i , (16)

A and /i are oblate spheroidal coordinates and are related to Cartesian
coordinates by the equations

y = R coshA cos/i (17)

z = R sinhA sin/x , (18)

and A is E R/2 . A circular aperture is used to approximate the square

aperture of the ion counter that is used during the measurements described in

Sections 6 and 7, but this approximation should not significantly affect the

conclusions reached here.

The horizontal and vertical drift velocities , v and v , are given by
y z ° -^

V = KE' , and (19)
y y

V = KE' , (20)
z z

where

E' = -(AS sin/xcos/zsinhA/B) + (AT sin/iiCosy^coshA/B)
,

2 2
E' = -(AS sin /icoshA/B) - (AT cos /xsinhA/B) ,

S = [coshA + (2/7r)coshAtan' (sinhA) + (2/7r)tanhA]
,

T = [sinhA + (2/7r) + (2/7r) sinhA tan" (sinhA)]
,

and

2 2
B = R(cosh A - cos /i)

Useful expressions relating the hyperbolic and trigonometric functions to

Cartesian coordinates in the y-z plane are [15]

2R^sinh^A = y^+z^-R^+[(y^+z^-R^)^+4R^z^]-^/^ , (21)

2R^cosh^A = y^+zW+[(y^+z^-R^)^+4R^z^]-^/^ , (22)

2b^sin^/x = R^-y^-z^+[(y^+z^-R^^+4R^z^]^/^ , and (23)

2b^cos^/i = y^+zW-[(y^+z^-R^)^+4R^z^]^/^ . (24)

11



For negative values of z, the negative root must be used in eq (21) when
solving for sinhA.

Equation 11 is used to obtain the air velocity components above the
aperture. As noted earlier, the air velocity values along the z-axis are well
predicted by eq (11) but the off- axis values appear to be too high. However,
the off -axis inaccuracies should not affect the conclusions of this section.

For a square aperture of side dimension 2R, eq (11) can be integrated to
give the following expressions for the horizontal and vertical velocity
components , u and u :

y z

u = -(u /27r)log[(R+F)(-R+G)/(-R+F)(R+G)] , and (25)

u^ = -(uy27r)[tan"^(R(y+R)/zG) - tan'^(R(y-R)/zF)
] , (26)

2 2 2 1/2
where F = [R +(y-R) +z ]

^
, and

G = [R^+(y+R)^+z^]"^/^ .

In the y-z plane where the ion trajectories are calculated, the edge of the
square aperture coincides with that of the circular aperture assumed for the
drift velocity equations.

The equations of motion for positive ions under the influence of the
electric field and air motion through the aperture are for z>0

dy/dt = V + u , and (27)

dz/dt = V + u , (28)
z z

where the ion drift and air velocities are given by eqs (19) -(20) and
eqs (25)-(26). Below the plane of the aperture, the air speed is approximated
by a constant velocity, u

,
parallel to the z-axis. The steps for obtaining

eqs (19) , (20) ,
(25) and (26) are outlined in Appendix C.

Equations (27) and (28) have been solved on a computer using a variable
step-variable integration method with software developed at NBS [18]

.

Examples of trajectories for E = 15 kV/m, u = 1 m/s , R = 0.025 m, and

K = 1.3 X 10' m /Vs are shown with solid lines in figure 5. The time-of-

flight to the plane of the aperture for each trajectory was arbitrarily taken
-3

to be 50 X 10 s. Also shown in figure 5, with dashed lines, are ion

trajectories assuming no electric field; the time-of -flight is again
.3

50 X 10 s. The surfaces that bound the trajectories with and without an

electric field define volumes of charge that reach the aperture during the

asstomed time interval. Ignoring possible loss mechanisms in and below the

12



0.024 0.026 0.028
cm

Figure 5. Ion trajectories for air speed in plane of aperture of 1 m/s. The
solid curves show influence of 15 kV/m electric field. Dashed
curves are for no electric field. The time-of-f light for all

trajectories is 50 ms. The volume occupied by the ions that enter
the aperture when E * 0, V , exceeds volume of air, V, which
enters in the same time. Inset shows effect of mobility value on

trajectory near aperture.
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plane of the aperture, the significance of the different volumes can be seen
by examining the expression for measured ion density, eq (1),

P^ = I/M . (29)

Expressing I as charge per unit time, Q/t, and M as air volume per unit time,
V/t,

P^ = Q/V . (30)

The charge Q can be expressed as the product of average charge density, p ,

3.

and volvime, V , occupied by the charge. Then

P = P V'/V . (31)ma
When there is no electric field, the volume of charge that enters the aperture
coincides with the volume of air (V = V) and the measured charge density
equals the average charge density in space. With an electric field, V is

greater than V and the measured charge density will exceed the average value
in space and thus be in error.

As the air speed is increased, the difference between V and V decreases
and p approaches p . Figure 6 shows ion trajectories with and without an

electric field for u equal to 6 m/s . While the air speed may be

unrealistically high for typical ion counter operation, the smaller difference
between V and V is apparent.

Losses in and below the plane of the aperture can occur because of ion
trajectories which terminate near the edge of the aperture. For example, the
inset in figure 5 suggests that some trajectories less than ~1 mm from the

-4 2
edge of the aperture (K = 1.3 x 10 m /Vs) will not "clear" the aperture.
This would represent approximately 8% of the ions that reach the aperture
assuming a uniform charge density across the aperture.

It should also be noted that the trajectory calculations in figure 5

(except for the inset) have been performed for a single ion mobility value,
-4 2

1.3 x 10 m /Vs. A distribution of mobilities normally exists and ions with
-4 2

mobilities greater than 1 . 3 x 10 m /Vs could also fail to clear the aperture
as shown in the inset of figure 5. Interestingly, if the product of mobility
and electric field (drift velocity) is kept constant, the trajectory remains
unchanged for a given air speed.

If a duct of the same cross section as the aperture is introduced below
the aperture, loss of ions will occur via collisions with the wall of the

duct. Assuming for simplicity that the trajectories in figure 5 remain
unaffected by the duct, calculations show that ions entering the aperture 5 mm
from the edge (y = 2 cm) will collide with the duct about 1 . 3 cm below the

plane of the aperture. This loss as well as the loss of other ions passing
through the aperture further from the z-axis would amount to about 36% of the

14
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Figure 6. Ion trajectories for air speed of 6 m/s in plane of aperture. The
solid curves show influence of 15 kV/m electric field. Dashed
curves are for no electric field. The time-of-flight for all
trajectories is 50 ms. The volume occupied by the ions that enter
aperture when E .' o i V, exceeds volume of air, V, which enters in
same time.
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total number of ions reaching the aperture, again assuming that the ion
density were uniform over the area of the aperture.

The excess ions entering an ion counter due to an external electric field
which attracts ions to the ion counter and the ion losses which subsequently
occur to the walls of the ion counter was noted by Swann early in this century
[19]. He concluded that the ion current to the walls was just equal to the
excess ion current due to the electric field, independent of air speed, and
that the electric field did not influence the ion density measurement [20].
However, because Swann appears to assume that all of the electric field lines
terminate on the walls of the ion counter, his conclusion that all the excess
ion current goes to the walls must be qualified. Some field lines could
terminate on the electrodes of the ion counter and contribute to a higher ion
density measurement. For example, calculations show that field lines within a

radius of 5 mm of the center of the aperture will travel at least 4.5 cm below
the plane of the aperture before reaching an imaginary wall at a radius of
2.5 cm.

An ion loss mechanism which has been ignored above, because of the
simplifying assumption that the ion contribution to the electric field is

negligible, is one which considers Coulomb repulsion between the ions. In
reality charge densities in the vicinity of dc transmission lines can exceed

_ o o

1 X 10 C/m [1] and the Coulomb interactions are not insignificant. The
loss mechanism can be approximately modelled by considering a circular
cylinder of charge initially of density p(z=0) extending downward from the

aperture along the z-axis as shown schematically in figure 7. Ignoring the
electric field which penetrates the aperture from above, ions at the outer
surface of the cylinder will experience a radially outward electric field
given by, from Gauss' law,

E = p(z=0)R/2£ , (32)

and a drift velocity of

V = KE = Kp(z=0)R/2£ . (33)

Under the influence of the air velocity u along the z-axis, the ions will

travel downward a distance L after a time L/u . In the same time, the

radially outward displacement, s, will be approximately

s«v^L/u =Kp(z=0)RL/2£ u . (34)
d ' o ' o o

If there is a cylindrical duct of radius R below the aperture, the radially
displaced ions will be lost to the duct. The fraction of ions lost can be

estimated by comparing ion densities in disks of thickness Az near the

aperture and at a distance L below the aperture. The ratio of the densities
is given by

/?(z=L)/p(z-0) = 7rR^AzA(R+s)^Az = R^/(R+s)^ . (35)

16



p(z-L)

S=:Kp(z = o)RL/2eoUo

Figure 7. Schematic view showing influence of Coulomb repulsion on ions

below plane of aperture. The effects of the electric field above
the aperture are ignored.
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The results using this expression are in good agreement with more exact
treatments of the problem which are Independent of geometry. For example, it
can be shown that [21]

p(z2)/p(z^) = [l+(p(z^)Kr/£^)]"^ , (36)

where t is the time -of- flight between points z^ and z..

Loss of ions to the duct by diffusion represents yet another loss
mechanism. For a cylindrical cloud of charge, the average square of the
displacement in the radial direction because of diffusion is given by [22]

2
r = 4Dt

or

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Equation (37) can be rewritten in terms
of the ion mobility using the Einstein equation [22]

K = eD/kT , (38)

where e is the ionic charge, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature in degrees Kelvin. That is

s' = [4kTKr/e]-"-/^ = [4kTKL/u e]^^"^ . (39)

The lateral displacement of the ions due to the combined effects of Coulomb
repulsion and diffusion as a circular cylinder of charge moves below the

aperture can be estimated by adding s and s' . The relative importance of
Coulomb repulsion and diffusion is found by examining the ratio of s and s'.

That is,

s/s' = (p(z=0)R/4£ )(Kre/u kT)^'^ . (40)

For the experimental conditions in Section 7, s/s' is of the order of unity in

a 5 cm long duct.

5. CALCULATED CHARGE DENSITY

In Section 3.1 it was shown that for sufficiently small ion current
densities, the uncertainty in the value of the charge density between parallel

plates could be made relatively small, i.e., ±3% for the example considered.

Here it is shown that the charge density which the ion counter should measure

18



in the parallel plate system can be determined with an uncertainty less than

one-half the range of values given by p{z.) .

In the presence of a dc electric field, the ion current t?irough the plane
of the aperture of the ion counter is given by

I = / p(x,y,0)(u+v).dS ^41;

-+ -*

where dS is an element of area in the plane of the aperture of area S, u is
->

the air velocity and v is the ion drift velocity. If all of the ion current
were to reach the collecting electrodes of the ion counter, the measured
charge density obtained using eq (1) would be

p^ = I/M = Jg p(x,y,0)u.dS/Jg u.dS + Jg p(x,y,0)v.dS/Jg u-dS . (42)

The second term in eq (42) is considered an error to the measurement [19]

because the validity of eq (1) rests on the assumption that the ions are
transported into the ion counter only by the air that flows through the ion
counter [10]. As noted earlier, it is expected that the contribution of the

second term can be made negligible provided there is adequate shielding of the
electric field. Thus, the charge density which should be measured in the

absence of electric field effects (and ion losses below the plane of the
aperture) is given by the first term of eq (42) . If the first term in eq (42)

can be calculated from theory, it can serve as the known value of charge
density which is used to calibrate ion counters.

Lack of knowledge of the charge density in the plane of the aperture,
because of perturbations, prevents the evaluation of the first term in

eq (42). However, the integrals can be determined on a surface for which the

perturbations of the charge density become negligibly small. This surface
coincides with the surface on which the electric field perturbations become
negligible and is designated S .

The shape of S can be estimated at low air speeds by examining the

spatial dependence of the electric field perturbation due to an aperture in

the absence of space charge. An examination of the ratio E'/E in the y-z

plane (see eqs (19) and (20)) shows that surfaces of nearly equal perturbation
(absolute value) are, because of axial symmetry, hemi -ellipsoids . The

intersection of the surface with the y-z plane yields a hemi -ellipse with
semi -minor and semi -major axes y and z as shown in figure 8. Thus, the

calculated charge density can be expressed as

p^ = L p(z)u.dS/J_ u-dS = (J/K) L p'(z)u.dS/r u-dS (43)

O O CO
where
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Figure 8. Hemi-ellipse and coordinates for calculating charge density, p
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-^ 2222 221/2
dS = a(y,z)(27ryyz^)[z^(z^-z^) + y^z^J-'/^dz ,

a(y,z) = [(2y/y^)j + (2z/z^)k]/[ (2y/y^)^ + (2z/z^)2]^/2 ,

A A
->

u = u i + u k ,

y-^ z

and p(z) = (J/K)p'(z) = J/K[E ^+2J(d-z)/K£ ]^^'^
.

A

The vector a(y,z) is a unit vector normal to the hemi-ellipse in the y-z
A A

plane; j and k are unit vectors parallel to the y and z axes respectively.
The uncertainty in the value of p is dependent, in part, on how well y , z

and the distribution of relative air velocities on S are known [23]. The

distribution of relative air velocities on the surface of integration is the

relevant parameter because u can be
o

numerator and denominator of eq (43)

.

relevant parameter because u can be factored out of the integrals in the
o ^

6. MEASUREMENT RESULTS: PERTURBATION OF ELECTRIC FIELD

From the preceeding sections it is recalled that in order to calculate
the ion density in the parallel plate apparatus, it must be demonstrated that
the perturbation of the electric field due to the aperture of the ion counter
does not significantly extend to the top plate. A similar restriction applies
to the influence of air motion due to air being drawn through the ion counter.
The approximate theory presented earlier on electric field perturbations due
to an aperture and air flow through an aperture suggests that a parallel plate
apparatus with spacing greater than four times the radius of the ion counter
aperture may be adequate for producing a known ion density. In the following
sections, measurements of the perturbed electric space potential in the

parallel plate system as a function of distance above an aperture in the

bottom plate are described and compared with space potential values without an
aperture. The measurements are performed with the presence of space charge.

An estimate of the electric field perturbation is then made using eq (10)

.

The effect of air flow through the aperture on the space potential is also

examined.

6.1 Space Potential Probe

Measurements of the electric space potential between the parallel plates,

in the presence of space charge , were made with a space potential probe very
similar in design to one reported by Penney and Matick [24] and Matick [25].

A sketch of the probe with its nominal dimensions is shown in figure 9. The

operation of the probe is described briefly here; a full account is given in

[24] and [25] . The space potential probe is supported between the parallel
plates approximately along an equipotential surface (i.e., horizontally) with

a copper- tube handle. The copper handle and frame support brass guard
cylinders which contain the 0.0066 cm diameter stainless steel wire probe.
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Figure 9. Schematic view of space potential probe after Penney and Matick
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The slanted ends of the guard cylinders are oriented to face the bottom
grounded plate. By varying the voltage on the guard cylinders, V , and

measuring the potential on the wire probe, V . with an electrostatic

voltmeter, Penney and Matick report that a graph of wire potential versus
guard- cylinder potential shows a plateau in the value of V when the guard

potential is near and at the space potential. The voltage of the plateau is

the largest space potential intercepted by the wire probe plus a small
additional potential due to charging of the wire.

The NBS potential measurement data do not show the well defined plateau
reported by Penney and Matick, but do indicate relative space potentials with
sufficient sensitivity for performing perturbation measurements. For example,
figure 10 shows plots of probe -wire potential versus guard- cylinder potential
at heights of 8.5 cm and 9.5 cm above the bottom plate of the parallel plate
system. The difference in space potential for the two positions is determined
by examining the intersection of the experimental curves with the line given
by V =V . Calculation of the difference in space potential for the two

P g
heights is performed using eq (4) for the measured values of

J(1.14 X 10'^ A/m^), V^(1800 V), K(1.34 x lO'^ m^/Vs) , and d(0.15 m) , and

amounts to 112 V [4] . The (vertical) difference in the measured potentials at
the points of intersection with the line V =V is about 109 V which is in good

g P
agreement with the calculated value. The results in figure 10 show that a

difference in potential of about 9% (the change from 8.5 cm to 9.5 cm) is

readily seen with this measurement technique and that potential differences of
less than 1% can also be resolved. The absence of a well defined plateau may
be due to insufficient isolation of the wire probe from ground because, at a

given height, the value of the measured potential (point of intersection) is

consistently lower than the calculated space potential.

6 . 2 Space Potential Perturbation Measurements

The calculated vertical ion density profiles in figure 3 indicate that an
ion density that varies by 6% between the parallel plates can be generated

-ft 9
when V =2650 V, J=0.1 x 10 A/m , and d=0.17 m. Measurements of the current

density profile on the bottom plate of the parallel plate system using a flat
moveable probe reveal, for the above conditions, variations of the current
density as large as ±9% near the center of the plate and temporal fluctuations

-ft 9
of about ±3%. By increasing J to near 0.25 x 10 A/m (while maintaining V

and d fixed) and increasing the drift region between the first screen and top

plate from 8 cm [4] to 12 cm, the nonuniformity in J can be decreased.
Figure 11 shows measurements of the current density on the bottom plate as

well as the locations of a 5 cm x 5 cm aperture for an ion counter, an

electrically isolated patch for measuring current (to determine J), and an

electric fieldmeter probe (field mill) . Each value of current density is the
average of 10 measurements which in turn are time average measurements lasting
1.7 seconds. The standard deviation of the 10 measurements is typically less
than 2%. Each current density value in figure 11 has been normalized by the
average of 17 measurements in a circular area of 0.7 m diameter. Ignoring the
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text. The measured potential difference agrees well with the
calculated value of 112 V.
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Figure 11. Measurements of the current density on the surface of the bottom
plate. The measurements are obtained with a moveable probe and
normalized with respect to the average of 17 measurements in a

circular area of 0-7 m diameter. The average unormalized J value
is near 0.25 x 10 A/m .
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temporal fluctuations, most of the current density values in a circular area
of 1 m diameter are within 4% of the central average.

With V =2650 V, d=0 . 17 , J=0.25 x 10
" A/m , and the current density

profile shown in figure 11, measurements of the space potential were made as a

function of height above the bottom plate with and without a 5 cm x 5 cm
aperture. The space potential probe was located over the aperture (see

fig. 11) and could be moved vertically with a screw-driven vertical
displacement apparatus located outside the parallel plate system. The "no-

aperture" condition was established by sliding a sheet of stretched aluminum
foil over the aperture. Figure 12 shows examples of graphs of probe
potential, V , versus guard potential, V , near the intersections with the

r o
line V =V at various heights above the bottom plate with and without the

P g
aperture. The perturbation of the space potential due to the aperture are
expressed in volts and percentages at each height. For purposes of comparison
with perturbations predicted by eq (8) , which is valid only for space-charge
free conditions, the "radius" of the square aperture is made to satisfy the

2 2
relation ttR =25 cm , i.e., R=2.82 cm. Table 1 shows the results of
perturbation measurements made over a period of several days. Uncertainties
in the perturbation measurements are shown in parentheses in Table 1 and are
due mainly to uncertainties in reading the electrostatic voltmeters used to

measure the probe potential and small drifts in the electrostatic voltmeter
reading. As expected, the measured perturbations of the space potential
exceed the values predicted by a theory that ignores space charge.
Measurements at significantly greater distances above the aperture were
prevented by possible contact between the space potential probe and a portion
of the top plate which extends downward along the perimeter (fig. 1)

.

Table 1 Space Potential Perturbations

%Perturbation %Perturbation
of ^' feq(8)

1

Measured ( o^O)

0.16 0.37, 0.31, 0.48, 0.37 (±0.10)

0.37 0.70, 0.68 (±0.15)
1.16 1.86, 1.60, 1.83, 1.80 (±0.20)

5.96 7.05, 6.28 (±0.4)

The additional perturbation due to air motion was examined by drawing air

through the aperture. The air flow was measured with a turbine- type flowmeter

and the air speed in the plane of the aperture was calculated by assuming a

uniform velocity across the opening. No measureable (i.e. >0.1%) change in

space potential could be observed at a height of 11.3 cm (4R) above the

aperture for average air speeds between 1.6 m/s to 6 . 6 m/s in the plane of the

aperture

.

Height Above
Bottom Plate

4R
3R
2R
I.IR
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6.3 Discussion of Results

The measurements of the preceeding section (for V =2650 V,

K=1.3 X 10 m /Vs, d=0.17 m, J=0.25 x 10
' A/m ) indicate that the space

potential perturbation due to the aperture at a distance of four radii above
the aperture is about 0.4%. If the electric field perturbation at four radii
above the aperture is estimated using eq (10), a perturbation of less than -1%

is expected. The perturbation of E will be smaller yet at the top plate which
is 0.17 (6R) above the aperture. For points off the z-axis, the perturbation
decreases further.

The absence of any change in probe wire potential because of air flow
past the wire four radii above the aperture may not indicate an absence in
space potential perturbation. Hara and coworkers have shown that for a

cylinder of radius 0.1 m in an electric field with conditions comparable to

those in the present measurements, the cylinder potential remains unaffected
13

by air motion if the leakage resistance to ground is less than order 10 ohms

[20]. It is recalled in this regard that the low space potential measurements
reported earlier suggested insufficient resistance between the wire probe and
ground. Therefore, one must rely in part on the theoretical arguments made
earlier that perturbations of the electric field due to air motion for air
speeds of 1 m/s in the plane of the aperture will be insignificant (i.e.

<0.1%) near the top of the parallel plate system.

7. MEASUREMENT RESULTS: COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED ION DENSITY

7.1 Calculated and Measured Ion Densities

Experimental and theoretical results have been presented that suggest for

the conditions V =2650 V, K=1.3xlO" m /Vs , d=0.17 m, J=0. 25x10 " A/m , and a

square aperture of side dimension 0.05 m, significant perturbations of the

electric field do not extend to the top plate of the parallel plate apparatus.
With approximately the same conditions (the value of K increased slightly to

near 1.4x10 m/Vs), measurements of the ion density were made in the ground
plane and compared with calculated values of the charge density. A schematic

view of the entrance to the ion counter with some nominal dimensions is given

in figure 13. The collector plates in the ion counter are recessed about 10

cm below the plane of the 5 cm x 5 cm aperture and are 7 cm wide. The

polarizing plates are recessed behind the collecting plates 3.5 cm. The

lengths of the collector and polarizing plates are 18 cm and 14 cm

respectively and the spacing is 2 cm. A three terminal measurement of the

parallel plate capacitance yielded a value of 212 pF. Polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE) is used to fill the space between the plates and ion counter housing

and is recessed behind the collecting plates by 6 . 5 cm. The square aperture

at the entrance of the ion counter is approximately centered over the parallel

plates as shown with dotted lines in figure 13. The polarizing voltage for

all the measurements was 429 V which was adequate for capturing all the small

ions for the air flow rates used during the measurements . That is , the
-7 2

critical mobility, k , in eq (2) varied between 2.16x10 m /Vs to



13 cm

PTFE

Collecting

electrodes

Outline of aperture

(5 cm X 5 cm)

Polarizing

electrodes

(Recessed 3.5 cm)

Figure 13. Top view of ion counter entrance with dashed outline of aperture
located 10 cm above entrance. Nominal dimensions are indicated.
The spacing between the collecting and polarizing electrodes is

2 cm.
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1.58x10 m /Vs as the flow rate was increased from 2.22x10 m /s to
-3 3

16.2x10 m /s . A pump was used to draw air through the ion counter and the
air flow was measured with a turbine -type flowmeter. The air flow through the
ion counter could be changed by varying the amount of ambient air which was
leaked into the pump

.

Figure 14 shows the results of positive charge density measurements, p ,

as a function of average air velocity in the plane of the aperture, assuming a

constant velocity across the aperture. Also shown are calculated values of
the charge density, p , which are determined using eq (43) and assuming values

for y and z of 13.75 cm and 17 cm respectively. Comparisons of measured and

calculated charge density values with the introduction of a 5 cm x 5 cm metal
duct extending 5 cm below the plane of the aperture are shown in figure 15.

The uncertainty in calculating p is estimated by considering the

uncertainties in the terms of eq (43) . The uncertainty in K is less than
±6% [4] . The uncertainty in J is less than ±6% and takes into account the
variation in J on the bottom plate, time averaging of the current
measurements, uncertainty of the area of the current sensing patch, and
calibration of the electrometer used for the current measurement. E is

o

determined from the expression [4]

3JV /Ke = (E^ + 2Jd/K£ )-'-"^
- E ^

, (44)
t' o o o o

and is dependent on the uncertainties in J and K. The uncertainty in d is

less than 0.5%.

The influence of these uncertainties on the value of p is considered in
c

two parts, (1) the effect on the integral in the numerator in eq (43) and (2)

the effect on the factor multiplying the integral (J/K) ; the integral in the

denominator is a constant. The uncertainties in the values of the parameters
under the integral sign, for a given y ,z pair, leads to an uncertainty in

the value of the integral of less than 0.6%.

The values of J and K are determined independently and a root-mean-square
(rms) summation could be used to find their combined uncertainty in the

quotient multiplying the integral. However, because the 0.6% uncertainty in

the integral is correlated with J and K, it is arbitrarily added to the

uncertainty in J , i.e., 6% + . 6% = 6 . 6%

.

As indicated above, the values of y and z are taken to be 13.75 cm and
^o o

17 cm respectively. The value of z is obtained by considering the decrease

in the values of measured space potential perturbations (Table 1) as

extrapolated to the top plate of the parallel -plate system. At the top plate,

the space potential perturbation appears to be about 0.2% or less. The

electric field perturbation is estimated to be (Section 6.3) about 0.4% or

less and considered negligible. The added perturbation due to air motion
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through the ion counter for u = 1 m/s is also considered negligible.

Assuming that the spatial dependence of the electric field perturbation
(absolute value) is the same as for the space-charge free case, y is 13.75

cm.

The calculated value of charge density, p , is not highly sensitive to

the choice of y when y is so far from the aperture. Allowing an uncertainty

of ±3 cm (22%) in the value of y leads to less than ±0.9% uncertainty in the

value of p . This uncertainty in y also takes into account some uncertainty

in the distribution of relative air velocities on the surface of integration,
S . The value of p is not expected to be very dependent on the velocity

distributions because, while not isotropic, the distribution of relative air
velocities changes slowly on the surfaces that are considered. The total
estimated rms uncertainty is therefore taken to be

2 2 2 1/2
[(6.0%) + (6.6%) + (0.9%) ]/

which is less than 9%.

The uncertainty in the values of p is estimated to be less than ±6%.
m

This figure includes uncertainties in the calibrations of the electrometer
used for measuring ion current and the flowmeter for measuring air flow, and
statistical fluctuations in the ion current and air flow measurements. The
scatter in the measured values of p indicates the reproducibility of the

measurements

.

7.2 Discussion of Results

The results in figure 14 show that while the measured ion density is less

than the calculated charge density when u is about 1 m/s, within the

uncertainties of the measurement and calculation there is agreement between
the values of p and p . The lower measured value may be due to ion losses in

m c

the region between the 5 cm x 5 cm aperture and the 7.2 cm x 8.2 cm opening to

the collecting plates (fig. 13) as well as within the ion counter itself. The

region between the 5 cm x 5 cm aperture and collecting plates is difficult to

model. The airflow is better approximated as a free jet than airflow through
a duct. Turbulence at the boundary of the expanding jet occurs [26] and

causes mixing with the surrounding air at rest, leading to loss of some ions.

Rough calculations of lateral displacement of ions due to Coulomb repulsion

and lateral movement of the neutral air, i.e., superposition of displacements,

show ion losses that are greater than indicated by the data, which seems

unlikely. Thus, while ion losses occur, it may be that the turbulence, in the

form of eddy currents of air at the boundary of the jet, prevent the escape of

some ions. No attempt was made to theoretically correct the p values in

figure 14 for losses below the 5 cm x 5 cm aperture.
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As the air speed through the ion counter is increased, the spatial extent
of the electric field (and charge density) perturbation will increase.
Assuming for simplicity that the air motion does not greatly change the charge
density at the top plate, /3(z=0.17 m) , an approximate expression for the
calculated charge density is given by

p^ - [Jg P(z)u-dS + /g p(z=0.17)u.dS]//g ^g u.dS

- [L p(z)u.dS + p(z=0.17)L u.dS]/r u-dS (45)
^1 ^2 ^r^2

where S- and S- are, as shown schematically in figure 14, portions of the

boundary surface where the electric field perturbation becomes negligible. As

the air speed increases, S, will increase relative to S.. . The contribution of

the second term in eq (45) to p will increase because of the large p value

ip{7.) is greatest for z=0.17) and the increasing surface area. The larger
values of p at the higher air speeds likely reflect, in part (duct losses

will also decrease), the increased value of the "calculated" charge density.

It is noted that the average air speeds in commercial ion counters are
normally less than 1 m/s and the loss of ions in such devices due to Coulomb
repulsion and other loss mechanisms could be significant. This is also
suggested by the extrapolation of the measured charge density values in
figure 14 to air speeds below 1 m/s.

Introducing a square duct that extends 5 cm below the plane of the
aperture has a significant impact on the values of p as shown in figure 15.

The solid curve in figure 15 is the calculated density taking into account ion
losses due to Coulomb repulsion and diffusion [eqs (35) and (38)] in the duct
and assuming no further losses below the duct. An effective radius of

0.0282 m is assumed for the square duct (see Section 6.2 and Appendix B) . The

solid curve can only be regarded as a rough approximation because of the use
of eqs (35) and (38) in a square duct, and because the effects of turbulence,
which may be present in the duct for u > 0.6 m/s, are ignored [27]. As in

the case where there is no duct, the ion losses decrease as u is increased,

reflecting fewer losses in and below the duct, and a larger value of p .

The generally good agreement between calculated and measured values of

charge densities in figures 14 and 15 near u =1 m/s supports Swann's [19]

prediction that the extra ions which arrive at the aperture because of the

external electric field (compare V and V in figures 5 and 6) are lost before

reaching the collecting electrodes of the ion counter. The number of extra

ions that are lost is significant. The approximate results in figure 5

indicate that when u is 1 m/s and E is 15 kV/m, more than twice as many ions

could arrive at the aperture than would when there was no electric field

[i.e., (V'/V)>2]. The average electric field strength between the parallel
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plates for the ion density measurements shown in figures 14 and 15 is near
15.6 kV/m.

It was noted in Section 4 that any electric field lines terminating on
the collecting plates of the ion counter could contribute to an excessively
high measurement of ion density. The error from this effect will increase if
u is decreased or if the external electric field, E, is increased because of
o

the greater discrepancy between the volumes V and V in eq (31) . Therefore it

is desirable to have some length of duct in front of the collecting electrodes
of the ion counter to provide shielding against the external field. The
appropriate length of duct can be determined experimentally by observing
whether significant ion current to the collecting electrodes can be detected
in the presence of the electric field (with ions) when there is no air flow,
i.e. M=0 . However, for the large ion densities in the vicinity of HVDC
transmission lines, the effects of Coulomb repulsion can cause significant
loss of ions to the duct. The additional loss due to diffusion may be
comparable in magnitude [eq (40)]. Correction for these losses using eq (34)

and (39) cannot be readily made, in general, because p ,
K and the influence

of turbulence are not known. There may be some advantage in placing an
aperture at the entrance of the duct which is smaller in cross -sectional area
than the duct. The measurement results in figures 14 and 15 show that this
step can significantly reduce ion losses to the duct. Making u as large as

practically possible also reduces ion losses. It is cautioned, however, that
adding a duct and aperture to a commercial ion counter could affect the
airflow, M, because of an increased load on the fan.

While the above steps can reduce the effects of an external electric
field and ion losses to a duct, it appears that an experimental calibration
will still be required in order to perform charge density measurements with a

known uncertainty. The calibration can be a function of average air speed and
ion density because of the possible effects of Coulomb repulsion, turbulence
and diffusion.

In closing this section, it is interesting to note the relation between
p and the calculated value of p in the ground plane. The latter quantity has

been used as the "known" value of the charge density during experimental
checks of ion counters [13]. For the parallel plate geometry and electrical
conditions during the present study, p exceeded the charge density in the

ground plane by about 5.8%. The difference would be greater if the ion
contribution to the electric field strength were larger.

8. CHARGE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS BENEATH MONOPOLAR HIGH VOLTAGE LINE

In addition to the studies using the NBS parallel plate apparatus,
laboratory measurements of charge densities under a monopolar high voltage
line have been performed. While the unperturbed charge densities are not
characterized as well as in the parallel plate apparatus , the measurement
results support the observations made in earlier sections.
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8 . 1 Measurements in Ground Plane

Figure 16 is a schematic view of the experimental arrangement used to

generate an electric field and current densities at the ground plane similar
to those near a HVDC transmission line. The monopolar line, which was 4 m
long and 2 m high was connected to a variable high voltage power supply. A
square table 1.2 m on a side and 0.3 m high was erected under the line and
served as a local ground plane. The table was covered with aluminum, with a

line-to- table spacing of 1.7 m. As indicated, the ion counter described in

Section 7.1 was located under the table with an inlet 7.5 cm in diameter
located in the ground plane. Other instrumentation included a field mill for
measuring the electric field and surface mounted current sensors for
determining the vertical current density. These current sensors, located on
either side of the ion counter inlet and along with the field mill and ion
counter inlet, were colinear with the high voltage line. The experiments were
performed in a laboratory in which there was limited temperature and humidity
control. During the experiments, the temperature varied from 21-27°C and the

relative humidity from 55-70%. It should be noted that the value of electric
field and current density could not be independently varied, but were
determined (for fixed geometry) by the line operating voltage.

The table shown in figure 16 was constructed with a movable center
section so that the field and current densities along the line could be mapped
for different operating conditions . This was done to determine the uniformity
along the line and to insure that the results were not dependent on precise
locations of sensing elements. For the line operating voltages of 28, 36, and
47 kV, the electric field and ion current densities along a 0.7 m distance
were uniform to within ±3%, for both positive and negative line voltage. For
these operating voltages, the nominal electric field had values of 14.8, 20.8,
and 29.8 kV/m respectively. The corresponding vertical current densities were

2
0.1, 0.21, and 0.43 //A/m . Slightly lower values were observed for negative
voltage. In practice, the line voltage was adjusted to give the same electric
field at the surface of thor both positive and negative voltages.

For a given line operating condition, the air flow through the ion
counter was varied and the charge density determined using eq (1) . The flow
rates were measured using a turbine flow meter. Polarizing potentials were
such that for all flow rates, there was complete collection of small ions.

During these measurements, the electric field and current to the sensing
elements on either side of the counter inlet were also recorded, and used to

calculate the charge density at the surface of the ground plane, p ,
using

-4 2
eq (5). A mobility of 1.4 x 10 m /Vs was assumed for positive ions and

-4 2
1.8 X 10 m /Vs for negative ions. The results of measurements of p with

positive ions for two electric field strengths as a function of air flow are

shown in figure 17

.

Because of the complicated duct geometry, the duct losses due to Coulomb
repulsion are estimated using eq (36)

p/p = [1 + (p KL/£ u )]'-^ (46)
o o oo
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Figure 16. Schematic view of experimental arrangement. Elevated ground plane

is located on a table. Relevant dimensions are given in text;

figure is not to scale.
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where L is the length of the duct and u is the average air speed. Due to the

bend in the duct, the calculated values of p using eq (46) represent the upper
limit on the charge density which can reach the ion counter because of losses
due to Coulomb repulsion. The solid curves in figure 17 show the predicted
charge densities for two electric field strengths, taking into account duct
losses due to Coulomb repulsion using eq (46) . The good fit to the data

-3 3
points when M is near 18 x 10 m /s is fortuitous because the value of K is

assumed and p instead of p is used in the calculation. The reasonably good

fit of the curves to the remainder of the data indicates that Coulomb
repulsion can account for much of the ion losses, and that the charge density
measurements appear to be independent of the external electric field as

predicted by Swann.

8 . 2 Measurements Above Ground Plane

Ion counters are often operated above the ground plane for reasons of
convenience. If the ion counter assembly is referenced to ground potential,
ions will either be attracted to or repelled from the ion counter, depending
on the polarity of the ions. As noted in Section 6, Swann predicted that the
extra ions that are attracted to ion counter because of the external electric
field will not reach the collecting electrodes. This prediction was checked
by measuring the charge density above the ground plane under a monopolar line;

the external electric field near the ion counter was varied by changing the
reference potential of the ion counter assembly.

A schematic view of the experimental arrangement is shown in figure 18

.

The parallel plate ion counter described earlier was raised 0.43 m above the

ground plane in a horizontal orientation with insulating supports; the

aperture at the entrance was 2.54 cm in diameter and the distance to the

collecting electrodes was increased to about 24 cm. A battery operated
electrometer, also isolated from ground, was used to measure the ion current.

Measurements of the electric field and current density were made in the ground
plane using a vibrating plate probe [4] and flat current sensor [6]. Both
quantities were uniform within ±10% along the central region of the line.

Charge density measurements were made for various line voltages, and one

representative set of results is shown in figure 19. The line voltage was
-60 kV and the electric field and current density were 27.2 kV/m and

2
0.63 /iA/m respectively directly under the line. The electric field in the

vicinity of the ion counter was controlled by varying the potential of the ion

counter with a high voltage dc power supply. Approximate measurements of the

unperturbed space potential at heights corresponding to the aperture were

performed with an electrostatic voltmeter and radioactively equilibrated
antenna [28] , and are indicated on the horizontal axis with a cross-hatched

-3 3
area. Charge densities were measured at two flow rates, 4.8 x 10 m /s and

-3 3
15.4 X 10 m /s. The scatter in the data is due in part to fluctuating air

currents in the room which can affect the flow of ions from the monopolar line

to the ion counter.

The data again suggests that the measurement is independent of the

external electric field for changes in the ion counter potential of

approximately 25 kV [29] . Losses begin to occur as the ion counter potential
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approaches the unperturbed space potential. At space potential, the ion
losses are significant. This result is interesting because the perturbation
of the electric field by the ion counter is a minimum at this point.

A qualitative explanation for the loss in ion current is provided in

figure 20. Figure 20 shows a schematic view of the ion counter with electric
field lines terminating on and leaving the ion counter, when the ion counter
is at space potential. Some negative ions with trajectories that approach the

ion counter at and from below the height of the aperture will be repelled by
the negative induced charges on the ion counter. This repelling action of the

induced charges will begin before the ion counter reaches space potential and
will increase as the ion counter voltage is made more negative. Swann
considered a similar effect when an ion counter was oriented vertically [30].

The above results indicate that the excess ions drawn to the region of
the aperture have a small effect on the measurements when they are
preferentially attracted to the case of the ion counter and thus grounded
through the biasing power supply. If the field configuration is such that the

ions are repelled from the vicinity of the aperture, these ions are not
counted and significant errors can result. Therefore, the reference potential
of the ion counter should be such that charges induced near the aperture by
the external electric field attract the ions which are measured. For example,
as seen from the results in figure 19, when the ion counter is in a horizontal
orientation, a positive reference potential is appropriate. Alternatively,
simple electrostatic considerations show that loss of ions can be avoided by
operating the ion counter in a vertical orientation and referenced to ground
potential. It is recognized, however, that this latter orientation may be more
prone to degradation due to contamination.

The effect of an external electric field which enters the opening of an
ion counter and reaches the collecting electrodes is considered next.
Measurements of ion densities with the NBS ion counter configured so that
there is insufficient electrical shielding are shown in figure 21. The ion
density measurements were made at three flow rates as a function of reference
potential of the ion counter assembly. The experimental arrangement is

similar to that shown in figure 18. The small aperture and associated cover
plate is removed and allows greater exposure of the collecting electrodes to

the external electric field. In this configuration, the opening of the ion

counter is 13 cm x 10.5 cm and the collecting electrodes are recessed 10 cm

from the opening (see figure 13) . No corrections of the data have been made

for duct losses, which would make the differences between the different flow

rates greater than shown in figure 21. The ion density measurement is now

very dependent on the external electric field (i.e., reference potential) and

flow rate. For a given flow rate, the measured ion density increases with

electric field strength because the volume of ions entering the ion counter

(V in figures 5 and 6) is increasing relative to the volume of air, V. For a

given external electric field (fixed potential on ion counter) , the measured

ion density increases with decreasing flow rate because the decrease in the

volume of air entering the ion counter is greater than the corresponding

decrease in the volume of ions

.

As noted in Section 7.2, a check for electric field penetration to the

collecting electrodes can be made by observing if there is significant ion

current to the collecting electrodes when there is no air flow; the ion
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Figure 20. Schematic view of electric field lines terminating on and leaving
ion counter near aperture when ion counter is at space potential.
The negative charges induced by the electric field repel some
negative ions as they approach the aperture under the combined
influence of the electric field and air motion.
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counter, with its large opening, did show such current. vrhen the data in
figure 21 are corrected for this "leakage current," the cur\'es develop
plateaus for ion counter potentials greater than zero volts

.

9 . SUM>LmY

A parallel plate apparatus has been described which is suitable, under
certain conditions of voltage (V^) , current densitv and geometry for

t " '

generating a charge density of kno'^'Tn value with an uncertainty of less than
±9%. The acceptability of the apparatus for this purpose was determined
theoretically and experimentally by shoving that the perturbations of the
electric field due to the ion counter aperture in the ground plane and air
flow through the aperture did not significantly extend to the top plate of the
parallel plates. Thus it was possible to calculate the unperturbed charge
density profile between the parallel plates.

Approximate calculations of ion trajectories under the influence of a dc

electric field and air motion into the counter show that the number of ions
arriving at the aperture is more than when the electric field is absent in
agreement with the predictions of Swann. The extra ions are not expected to

contribute to the ion density measurement (resulting in a measurement error)
unless a significant number of electric field lines terminate on the
collecting electrodes of the ion counter, or, equivalently

,
provided that the

excess ions are grounded through the counter's case.

Comparison of calculated charge density values with measured values
obtained with an ion counter fabricated at NBS show good agreement within the

uncertainties of the calculation and measurements . The use of a duct with a

small aperture to minimize the influence of the external electric field as

well as duct losses due to Coulomb effects was discussed.

Charge density measurements under a monopolar line provide evidence that
an external electric field can significantly influence charge density
measurements. The above-ground measurem.ents under a monopolar line showed
that operating the ion counter at space potential in a horizontal orientation
resulted in ion losses caused by repulsion between the ions and the induced
charges on the ion counter. The ion losses can be avoided by biasing the ion

counter potential so that ions, of the polarity to be m.easured. are attracted
to the case.

Because there are numerous loss mechanisms for ions entering an ion

counter, an experimental calibration would be desirable for characterizing the

response of the instrumentation. Unfortunately, because of the large ion

densities that are considered for measurements and the associated losses due

to Coulomb repulsion, calibration can be a function of ion density. In

addition, the calibration is valid only for those conditions in which the only

significant air flow is that due to the fan of the ion counter. During

outdoor measurements, wind for example, may introduce additional m.easurement

uncertainty.
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11. APPENDIX A: ION LOSSES DUE TO FRINGING ELECTRIC FIELDS FROM ION COUNTERS

As noted in Section 2, significant ion losses can occur due to fringing
electric fields from an aspirator- type ion counter. The losses will depend on
geometry, polarizing voltage, and volumetric air flow through the system.
Results of a simplified model calculation and laboratory measurements are
presented here to illustrate the possible magnitude of the problem.

A.l Ion Trajectories

An ab-initio analysis of the motion of ions near the ion counter inlet is

not possible because of the complicated geometry. However, insight into the
loss mechanisms can be gained by using a two-dimensional model and applying
numerical analysis methods. A finite element code, resident on NBS computers,
has been used to calculate the electric potential distributions and electric
field at the inlet of the ion counter. The geometry assumed for the model
calculation and the finite element triangulation resulting from the higher
level code adaptation of the problem are shown in figure Al . In figure A2

,

the equipotential values are displayed. A solution was generated for one -half
the geometry, since the reflection symmetry inherent in the problem was used
to specify the appropriate boundary condition on the midplane. This saves
computer space and computation time. An additional simplifying feature
involves the assumption that the entrance to the counter is not open, but
closed and grounded. Along the boundary intersecting the ion counter
electrodes, the potential was assumed to vary linearly between the polarizing
and collecting plates.

The calculations are done for a polarizing potential of one unit and the

equipotentials are drawn in units of 0.1 of the polarizing potential. For the

calculation in figure A2 , the polarizing plates are recessed one plate spacing
and there is little field leakage. In contrast, figure A3 displays the
results of a calculation for a geometry where the polarizing plates protrude
one plate spacing in front of the collector plates. Here the extent of the
fringing fields is significant. Compare, for example, the location of the

0.1 equipotentials on figures A2 and A3.

While such plots are informative, they do not relate directly to the

problem of losses at the inlet. In order to provide quantitative results, a

program has been written to calculate the trajectories of ions carried into

the ion counter by an air stream. The electric field as calculated using the

finite element program and an appropriate air flow velocity field, are stored
as arrays. In the program, an ion enters the counter at a particular point.

The velocitthat (and any other) point is determined by adding vectorially
the air velocity vector and the electrical velocity vector:

-* -y ->• -f ->v=v. +v„=v. +KE
air E air

where K is the ion mobility and E is the electric field at the point. Using
this velocity, the ion is transported for a predetermined time and, at the new

location, the process is repeated. In this way a trajectory for the ion is

estimated.
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Figure A1 . (a) Two dimensional geometry used in finite element calculations,
(b) Computer-generated high level triangulation for geometry (a),

Inside the cross-hatched area the triangulation was too dense to
be displayed.
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Figure A2. (a) Boundary conditions used in finite element calculation, (b)

Computer generated equi potential curves, plotted in units of

u = 0.1

.
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Figure A3, (a) Boundary conditions and geometry used for a model calculation
in which the polarizing plates protrude in front of collector
plates, (b) Computer generated equi potential curves, plotted in

units of u = 0.1

.
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Sample trajectories for the geometry of figure A3 are shown in figure A4.

2
The ion mobility was taken to be 1.4 cm /V«s, the polarizing voltage 100 V and
the air flow velocity was 42.4 cm/s into the counter.

A. 2 Measurement of Ion Losses and Comparison with Theory

Measurement results showing ion losses due to fringing electric fields
are presented in figure A5 . Here the relative positions of the collecting and
polarizing plates are varied and the positive ion current is measured as a

function of polarization voltage. The flow rate and ion density are held
constant during the measurements . The air speed averaged over the area of the

ion counter entrance was near 42 cm/s . The data show that as the polarizing
plates move even with or forward of the collecting plates, there are large
losses of ions at the inlet. Losses can occur even when the polarizing plates
are recessed one plate spacing (~1 cm) behind the collector plates.

The trajectory calculations (fig. A4) suggest that less than about 25% of
the ions reach the collector plates for a polarizing voltage of 100 V whereas
the measured loss indicated in figure A5 is not as great. In addition to the

simplifying assumptions noted above, the discrepancy between experiment and
theory is due in part to assuming an air velocity that has no component
orthogonal to the axis of the ion counter. Actually, the streamlines will
converge as they approach the entrance of the ion counter (see Section 3.3).
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Figure A4. Trajectories of ions entering the ion counter at different initial
locations. The geometry is that of figure A3.
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Figure A5. Ion counter output current as a function of polarizing voltage for
different plate configurations. The displacement between the
leading edges of the collection and polarizing plates is x.

Positive values of x correspond to a situation where the
polarizing plates protrude in front on the collector plates. For
X = 0, the leading edges were flush. Because the ion density is

independent of polarizing voltage over the range plotted, the ion
counter current should be constant. The spacing of the parallel
plates is near 1 cm and the air speed, averaged over the area of

the ion counter aperture, is near 42 cm/s.
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12. APPENDIX B: FLUID FLOW THROUGH AN APERTURE IN A PLANE

An aspirator type ion counter, operated in the ground plane, extracts air
from the high field side of the ground plane. This fluid (air) flow can
perturb the ion distribution. This perturbation, while it may be less
important for measurement near dc transmission lines, may be significant in
biological exposure facilities and in laboratory calibration systems.

B.l Theory

A distribution of point sinks is used to model the three-dimensional,
steady air flow which is induced in a half- space by a known outflow across the
boundary. In a rotationally symmetric case, velocities are found
analytically. In the general case, numerical integration may be applied to

approximate the flow.

Air is drawn into an opening in a broad flat surface at a speed much
below that of sound. To determine the flow above the surface, the flow is

modeled as steady, irrotational , and incompressible in the upper half- space

consisting of points r = (x, y, z) such that z > 0. We wish to find the

velocity, u, satisfying the boundary conditions for r in the boundary (z = 0)

:

u„(r) u for r in
o

(Bl)

u (r) = for r not in Q
n

(B2)

Here, u is the component of u normal to the boundary and Q is the opening, an

open, bounded set of points in the boundary. We also require the velocity at
infinity to be zero:

lim |u(r) I
=

|r|->co

(B3)

Thus, in the plane z = 0, we have the situation shown in figure Bl

.

Figure Bl . The boundary conditions for flow through aperture of area Q.
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The central idea is to represent the flow field as a linear superposition
of point sinks over the region Q [17]. It emerges from our analysis that the
boundary conditions are satisfied and that for one simple, but important
region, Q, the velocity can be found analytically.

The continuity equation for incompressible flow is

V . u = . (B4)

Irrotationality is given by V x u = 0. The solution for a point sink at r'

with volume flux m is [31]

u(r) = (-m/47r) |r-r' |"^(r-r') . (B5)

The superposition of point sinks of constant strength which are uniformly
distributed over the region Q, gives rise to the velocity field:

u(r) = (-uy27r)J^|r-r'r^(r-r')dx' dy' , (B6)

where m and u are related by m = 2u • area (Cl) and m is the volume flux into
o -^ o

the sink Q from both the upper and lower half spaces. In the case that the
flux comes from the upper half only, one must replace the constant

(u^/47r) by (u^/27r) . (B7)

In the interior of the flow, for r in the proper half space z > 0, the
integrand in eq (B6) is absolutely integrable and one may differentiate

through the integral to establish that u satisfies the differential eq (B4)

.

Some care must be taken in establishing the boundary conditions,

eqs (B1)-(B3). When r lies outside Q but in the plane z = 0, the vector r-r'

,

which appears in the integrand, has a zero component in the normal direction.

The integral converges and so u(r) is defined and has a normal component of

zero , i.e.,

u (r) = . (B8)
n

For r in fi, the integrand in eq (B6) has a singularity at r' = r and is

not summable. Consider, however, the velocity at a small distance, d, above
—

>

—f

the point r = (x, y, 0). At r = (x, y, d) , the velocity can be estimated and

lira u (r^) = u . (B9)
d-+o n d o
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To show this, consider a disk centered at r and lying entirely in Q. Let
-> -+

the disk radius be R as shown in figure B2 and let r = |r'-r| . Integrating
separately over the disk and its complement in Q, and converting to polar
coordinates for the disk, one sees that at r , d « R, the normal component of

the velocity is well estimated by

2n R
u = (u /2n) J J

o
/ 2 j2,3/2

o (r +d )
'^

rdrd^ (BIO)

= u {!
o (rW)V2

(BID

As d->-0, we get u ->^u , which was to be shown.° no

Figure B2 . Estimating u near Q.

Note that when Q is a disk, the velocity along the central axis, x

given by eq (Bll) . Thus, for a circular hole.

= y is

u(0,0,z) = (0,0, u (l-a(l+ a^)'^/^))
o

z/R (B13)

The validity of this model has been verified with measurements made along

the central axis (see below).. For a more complicated Q, the evaluation of

u(r) may require a quadrature. Geometric complexity is of no difficulty as

long as Q can be decomposed into triangles and disks. In this case computer
software is available for the necessary calculations.
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For application of this method to flows in a half space, the velocities
away from the boundary are accurately determined. Neglecting viscosity gives
good results because there are no upstream boundaries and consequently no
sources of vorticity in the far field. The procedure runs into difficulty at
the edge of the region Q where the velocity given by this method is infinite.
This non-physical solution is the result of neglecting the boundary layer. In
the apparatus under consideration, the Reynolds number ranges from 5000 to
30000. For such values, a more accurate determination of flow field in the
upstream region is possible, because, for slightly viscous flow, a jet issues
on the downstream side of the hole. One must characterize the jet and use it

to determine the velocity, u , at the hole. Then eq (B13) may be used to find
n

the upstream flow more accurately.

B.2 Comparison of Theory With Measurements

The central velocities given by'eq (B13) are found to agree with
experiment. Measurements of velocities are made along the central axis lying
over a 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm opening using a hot film anemometer. The data is used
to fit the model, eq (B13) , for a circular opening. Table Bl shows the
results of experiment and theory. The measurements are made at different flow
rates through the same opening and all data are normalized so u(0.5 cm) = 1.

Two techniques are used to find an effective R and the corresponding u . In

case 1, two measurements (d, u(d)) yield two simultaneous equations in u and

R. These are solved iteratively to find the model parameters. In case 2, one
2

selects R so that ttR is equal to the known area of the opening and u is

chosen so that u(0.5 cm) = 1. Figure B3 displays the measurements and the
theoretical curve of case 2.

Table Bl. A comparison of theory to experiment for normalized air speed into

a small opening (5.1 cm x 5.1 cm), u(0.5 cm) = 1.

Measurement Theory
ICA) 2(o) 3(n) Case 1 Case 2

R
d

3.19 2.98 2.91AD A

2.88 cm

0.0** Not Measured
0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.5 .68 .72 .66

3.5 .29 .27 .25

5.5 .13 .14 .12

7.5 .08 .08 .10

1.18 1 .20 1 .26 1.21
1.00* 1 .00* 1 .04 1.00*
.68* .66* .68* .65

.31 .29 .29* .27

.16 .14 .15 .14

.09 .09 .09 .08

* Agreement is an artifact of data fitting
** No measurements made, theory gives u .

Uncertainties in the air speed measurements range from 5% for the highest

values, to 10% for the lowest values. The position of the probe is known to

within -1 mm. Assuming the model calculation to be correct, a linear error

analysis shows that the uncertainty in u is <10%

.
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Figure B3. Air speed versus height above a 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm aperture in a
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Equation (B6) can be integrated analytically for a square aperture [see

Appendix C, eq (C22)] and yields a more complicated expression for velocity
along the z-axis than eq (B13) . It is interesting to note that the
predictions of eq (B13) using an "effective radius" are in agreement with
results obtained using the more rigorously derived expression.

Comparison of theoretical predictions (see eqs (C18) and (C22) in
Appendix C) with preliminary measurements of air velocity off the central axis
and within a distance of about one diameter from the opening indicate that the

predicted values are too high. However, further measurements are required to

properly evaluate the theory for off-axis locations.

Attempts to fit the experimental data in figure B3 using the results of a

two-dimensional model calculation, a three dimensional model calculation using
oblate spheroidal coordinates, and a three dimensional model calculation
assuming sinks in the plane of the aperture which increase in strength as the
edge of the aperture is approached [17] were less successful than the above
model. Results of the two-dimensional theory are shown in figure B3 as a

dashed curve for comparison.

In summary, an analytic model of the flow induced by a draft through a

hole in a flat boundary has been presented. The model is fully three-
dimensional and provides a closed form for the velocity in a problem of
interest; i.e., for an aspiration- type ion counter operated in the ground
plane. Some work is needed to implement this method on the computer. It is

interesting to note that in the evaluation of eq (B6) by quadrature, the
boundary condition, eq (Bl) , can be generalized to allow u (x) to vary over

the opening. The inclusion of the boundary layer in the model would extend
its usefulness to the edge of the half- space, but the influence of this
boundary layer at the ground plane is probably not important for the
description of the perturbations introduced by the ion counter.
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13. APPENDIX C: EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR ION TRAJECTORIES

The equations of motion for ion trajectories under the influence of an
electric field perturbed by an aperture in the ground plane and air motion
through the aperture are given by eqs (27) and (28)

dy/dt = V + u , and (CI)

dz/dt = V + u , (C2)

where the terms on the right hand side are somewhat lengthy expressions given
by eqs (19) , (20) , (25) and (26) . An outline of the derivation of these terms
is presented below.

CI. Ion Drift Velocity

The electric potential between two parallel plates in one of which there
is a circular aperture has been determined by Fry and is given by the

expression [15]

$' = A[sinhA + (2A) + (2/7r) sinhA tan" (sinhA)] sin/x , (C3)

where A is E R/2 , R is the radius of the aperture, E is the unperturbed

electric field, and A and /j. are oblate spheroidal coordinates which are
related to Cartesian coordinates by the equations

X = RcoshA cos/i cos^ 0<6<2n

y = RcoshA cos/j, sin9 0</i<7r/2 (C4)

z = RsinhA sin/z . -oo<A<oo

The equations for the electric field components are derived in the y-z plane
(d = 1^/2) without loss of generality because of the symmetry about the z-axis.
Then

-E = d^/dy = 0$/3A)(aA/ay) + (d^/dn) (dn/dy) ,
and (C5)

-E = d^/dz = (5$/3A)OA/az) + (d^/dfx)(di^/dz) ,
(C6)

z

where the prime's have been dropped for simplicity.

The expressions for d(f>/d\ and d^/dfi are readily found by differentiating
eq (C3) . They are

di/dX = A[coshA + (2/7r)coshAtan" (sinhA) + (2/7r) tanhA] sin/x ,
(C7)

and

d^/dpL = A[sinhA + (2/tt) + (2/n) sinhAtan' (sinhA) ] cos/i . (C8)
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To find dX/dy, dn/dy, d\/dz and d/i/dz, we note from the chain rule that

d^/d\ = (d^/dy)(dy/dX) + (d^/dz) (8z/d\)
,
and (C9)

a$/5yu = 0$/3y)(ay/5/i) + (d^/dz) (dz/df^) . (CIO)

Writing eqs (C9) and (CIO) in matrix form

d^/dx\ /dy/dX dz/dx\ / d^/dy

I

. (Cll)

d^/d/j. I \ dy/dn dz/d/i/ \5$/5z

F

The elements of matrix F are readily found from eqs (C4) . That is

RsinhAcos/i RcoshAsin/i

F =
I I

. (C12)

-RcoshAsin/i RsinhAcos/z

Writing eqs (C5) and (C6) in matrix form,

a$/ay\ /dX/dy dfi/dy\ / d^/dX

(C13)

a$/az / \dX/dz dfi/dz/ \d^/dn

and comparing with eq (Cll), it is seen that the 2x2 matrix in eq (C13) is

just F . The inverse of F is readily found from F and is given by

'RsinhAcos/i -RcoshAsin/z

F'-^ =1
I

/d
,

(C14)

RcoshAsin/i RsinhAcos/i

2 2 2 -1
where D is equal to R (cosh A - cos /j.) . The elements of F are, from
eq (C13) , the sought after partial derivatives dX/dy, dfi/dy, dX/dz and dji/dz.

Combining eqs (C7)
,

(C8) and (C14) in eqs (C5) and (C6) and multiplying by the

average mobility K gives eqs (19) and (20) for the drift velocities v and v .

C.2 Air Velocity

The expression for air velocity that is used in calculating ion

trajectories is derived in Appendix B and is given by eq (11)
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u(r) = -(u /I-k) JJ (r-r') |r-r' I""^ dx'dy' , (C15)

where r and r' are position vectors above and in the plane of the aperture
respectively, and x' and y' are Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the
aperture. For ion trajectories in the y-z plane,

A A

r = yj + zk ,

and

A A

r ' = x' i + y'

j

Equation (C15) can thus be written

u(r) = -(u /27r)/J(-x'i + (y-y')j + zk)(x'^ + (y-y')^ + z^)
""'"

' ^dx' dy' . (C16)

Equation (C15) can be integrated to yield expressions for the horizontal and
vertical velocity components u and u (u is equal to zero) in the y-z plane

if a square aperture is considered. To match the edge of the square aperture
in the y-z plane with that of a circular aperture, the side dimension of the

square aperture is taken to be 2R. The velocity component, u , is

R R
u = -(u /27r) J / (y-y')(x'^ + (y-y')^ + z^)

'^
" ^dx'dy' , (C17)

^ -R -R

which is readily integrated to give

u = -(u /27r)log[(R+F)(-R+G)/(-R+F)(R+G)]
,

(C18)

where

2 2 2 1/2
F = [R + (y-R) + z ]

/
, and

2 2 2 1/2
G = [R + (y+R) + z ]

/
.

The velocity component, u , is

R R
u = -(u /27r) / J z[x'^ + (y-y')^ + z^j'-'-'^dx'dy' . (C19)
^ ° -R -R

2 2 2
Substituting w' = (y-y') and P = x' + z leads to
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u = -(uz/2n) jr dx' / -(w'^ + P^)'^-^dw' , (C20)

-R

where P is a constant during integration over w' . Equation (C20) is readily-

integrated to yield

u = -(u z(y-R)/27r) J (x'^ + z^)
""^

[
(y-R)^ + x'^ + z^]'°"^dx'

^ ° -R

+ (u z(y+R)/27r) / (x'^ + z^) ' "^

[
(y+R) ^ + x'^ + z^]'°'^dx' . (C21)

-R

Both terms in eq (C21) can be integrated using the following expression from a

table of integrals

r, 2 , ,-1, 2 j,-0.5j ,^, _, ^ sn-0.5 -1, , J , ,0.5^,, 2 ,,,-0.5,
J (ax +b) (ex +d) dx = [b(ad-bc)] tan {x(ad-bc) [b(cx +d) ] },

where a, b, c and d are constants that satisfy the inequality ad>bc , After
some algebra, u can be written

u = -(u /tt) [tan"''"(R(y+R)/zG)-tan"'''(R(y-R)/zF)]
,

(C22)

where G and F are defined above

.
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